
Hollis Brookline Cooperative School Board 
Wednesday, May 16, 2018 

Hollis Brookline Middle School Library 
All times are estimates and subject to change without notice 

 
6:00  Call to Order 
6:05  Appointment of a process observer 
 Agenda adjustments 
 Approve meeting minutes 
 Nomination/resignations/correspondence  
 
6:10 Public Input 
 
6:30 Principal Reports  

 Principal Thompson  
 Principal Barnes  

o Student presentation – senior project request 
 Student Board Representative – Mary Martin 

 
7:10 Discussion 

 Revenue and Expense update 
 Update - Coop Budget Committee 
 Clubs/Organizations - Stipends 
 Athletic Department Structure 
 Annual District Meeting 

 
8:15 Non-public under RSA 91-A: 3II (a) Compensation and/or (c) Reputation  
 
8:45 Deliberations 

 To see what action the Board will take regarding the Superintendent’s recommendations 
regarding administrative/nonunion compensation 

 To see what action the Board will take regarding the proposed Board meeting dates for the 
2018-2019 school year 

 To see what action the Board will take regarding the administration’s proposal regarding 
stipends 

 To see what action the Board will take regarding the administration’s recommendation for 
the replacement of the high school fire panel 

 To see what action the Board will take regarding the administration’s recommendation 
regarding a staff members request for permission to conduct a survey as part of their 
doctoral studies 

 To see what action the Board will take regarding the funding proposal for the security grant 
 To see what action the Board will take regarding policy IHCD Dual Enrollment for Community 

College System– First Reading 
 To see what action the Board will take regarding policy IMBC Dual Enrollment, Alternative 

Credit Options – First Reading 

9:15 Motion to Adjourn 



To:  Hollis Brookline Cooperative School Board 

From: Bob Thompson, Principal HBMS 

Re: Principal’s Report 

Date: May 16, 2017 Scheduled Meeting 

 

INFORMATION ONLY  

 

 
 

Homeland Security Emergency Preparedness Award- Hollis Brookline Middle School 

has received the 2018 Homeland Security School Emergency Preparedness Award.   The 

award is given to one school in the State of New Hampshire that has shown an ongoing 

commitment to school safety and security. HBMS will be honored in a ceremony at the 

Emergency Preparedness Conference sponsored by the Department of Safety and 

Homeland Security on June 5
th

. The promotional department from DHS was at HBMS on 

May 2 to shoot a promotional video for the award. DHS will be releasing a press release 

on the day of the conference.     

 

Tri-County Sportsmanship Award- Hollis Brookline Middle School has received the 

2017-2018 Tri-County Sportsmanship Award. Each year coaches from the 13 schools in 

the Tri-County league get to vote on the school that has demonstrated the highest level of 

sportsmanship for the season. This is the second time in three years that HBMS has won 

this award.   

 

NH Music Educators Festival- HBMS Honors Chorus and Band students participated in 

the New Hampshire Music Educators' Association 2018 Middle School Festival on 

Saturday, May 5, 2018.  Chorus students Rachel Delong, Katie Hersey, Will Oehler, 

Amelia Collard and Casey Orner, along with Band students Natalie Coutu, Claudia Pack, 

Emily Fox and Lara Coady joined fellow Middle School chorus and band students from 

across the state in a performance at Nashua South High School. This annual program is 

designed to provide students with an opportunity to perform with their peers. 

Congratulations to HBMS Band Teacher Elisabeth Nault, Chorus Teacher Nancy 

Spencer, and our students for all of their hard work and many hours of practice and 

preparation.  

 



Earth Science Long Term Sub- HBMS would like to welcome Mr. Rick Glatz to our 

teaching staff. Rick is serving as the long term sub in 8
th

 Grade Life Science while 

Courtney Moore is out on maternity leave. Rick is a retired teacher who taught for many 

years at the middle school in Merrimack.    

 

Empty Bowls- This year HBMS will host our 5
th

 annual "Empty Bowls and Arts Night," 

Wednesday, May 23rd. Staff and students have been busy making their ceramic bowls 

over the course of the year. Parents and friends will have an opportunity to purchase the 

bowls and enjoy ice cream sundaes, all while admiring the work of our art students.   

Come enjoy ice cream, art, and some incredible music!  

 

Citizen Heroism Award- Congratulations are in order to HBMS custodian, Mike 

McNulty, for receiving the Citizens Heroism Award from Nashua Fire Rescue.  In 

addition to his custodial work here at HBMS, Mike helps out at the Courville Nursing 

home in Nashua.  Last summer a fire started in one of the rooms. Mike pulled the two 

patients from that room and brought them to safety.   

 

6
th

 Grade Parent Presentation- HBMS would like to thank all of the 6
th

 grade parents 

who attended our presentation “Success in The Middle Years” on May 1
st
.   We are 

looking forward to partnering with our 6
th

 grade parents and would encourage them to 

contact us directly if they have any questions.    
 

 

Important Dates: 

 

May 23- Empty Bowls Night  

June 13 - 6th grade step up day 

June 14
th

-8
th

 grade step up day  

June 15-Last Day of School  

 -Awards Assembly 

 -8
th

 Trip to Canobie Lake 

 -7
th

 Grade Barbeque   

 

 

 



To: Andrew Corey 

From Rick Barnes 

Re: May Board Report 

 

Action Items 

• Student Research Proposal – See attached 
• Staff Dissertation Proposal 

Cav Block Usage Review & Core Values Update: See attached presentation.  

Stipend Review: See Attached 

Guitar Night:  Rock and Roll was alive and well this past weekend in the HBHS Auditorium.  We say 

this every year, but truly these were among the best shows yet.  Alumni came back from across the 

country to honor Mr. Illingworth who was the founder of this event.  Guitar Night is one of those 

activities unique to HBHS.   It was wonderful to see the large number of former students perform and talk 

about how Guitar Night served to inspire them to continue pursuing their passion in schools/places like 

UNC, Berkeley College of Music, and on Broadway.   The performances by current students in both 

HBMS and HBHS revealed that this tradition is going to be strong for years to come.   Mr. I has passed 

the torch to Mr. Eric “Robert Plant” Perry who will carry this good work forward.   Head over to Twitter 

@HB_highschool to see some of the highlights from the shows.     

Student Showcase: (see attached) We are excited to announce our first Student Showcase at 

HBHS.  Come see our students' work that they are proud of in and out of the classroom.  This event will 

take place at the High School on Thursday, May 24th from 4-6 pm.   

NAMI Suicide Prevention Presentation for Parents in SAU 41: we are pleased to announce that the 

rescheduling of this important presentation has been finalized.  Please join us on May 14 from 6:30 to 

8:00 PM, in the HBMS Library for the presentation.   We are fortunate to have Ann Duckless as our 

presenter for the evening.  Ann speaks at the regional and national level on this important topic.  

Rotary Speech Contest: Congratulations to the eleven students who were accompanied by Mrs. 

Salamone as they participated in the Rotary Club Speech Competition on 4/17.   Rotary members were 

impressed with our students, as they delivered well- crafted speeches on timely topics. Winners for the 

event were 3rd place Keely Scott; 2nd place Elizabeth Bonnette; 1st place Carley Dahlstrom. Carley will 

represent the Hollis Brookline Rotary Club and HBHS in the state competition to be held in Henniker.  



Student Life Update 
 

Arts 
Guitar Night 
On May 4th and 5th, student musicians performed in a very 
special Guitar Night. Alumni joined students and staff on stage 
to bid Mr. Illingworth farewell, for it was his last show. The 
two-night event allowed musicians to perform a variety of tunes, 
from jazz to classic rock.  
 
UNH Concert Band Festival 
On May 2, the HBHS Concert Band travelled to UNH to participate 
in a Concert Band Festival. There, they were able to work with 
composers Andrew Boysen and Travis Cross as well as observe the 
UNH Wind Ensemble and other local high school bands. 
 
Spring Play 
The weekend of the 11, HBHS actors performed two original plays, 
one of which was written by Mr. Parker. 
 
 
Student Council 
The Policy Committee is working to finalize the Gym Credit 
Proposal. Students met with Mr. Barnes to gather data as well as 
receive feedback. Their goal is to present the proposal to the 
School Board by the end of the school year. 
 



1ST DRAFT OF BACKGROUND, LITERATURE REVIEW, AND METHODS 
Homogeneity of Social Isolation Markers Between Stratified Enrollment in Advanced 
Placement Courses 
 
Principal Investigators:  
Patrick F. Bloniasz  
Undergraduate  
Bowdoin College, Voversum & Co, Hollis Brookline High School 
patrick.bloniasz@voversum.org 
 
Judith McDaniel, B.A, MBA. 
Mathematics Department 
Hollis Brookline High School 
judith.mcdaniel@sau41.org 
 

 

 
Introduction 

Education is made up of organically changing methodologies that are constantly being 

challenged and rechallenged to find the best practices of instruction. The Advanced Placement (AP) 

style course has been run by the non-profit College Board since 1955. While initial psychometric 

studies by the organization and several prestigious colleges/universities demonstrated a need for college 

level coursework being integrated into high school curricula for seniors (Taylor et al., 1952), College 

Board has recently received criticism on educational outcomes in its AP program. The largest concerns 

stem from the lack of independent research on AP’s efficacy for student academic and non academic 

development (Warne, 2017). In fact, the first peer-reviewed study to ever look at the efficacy of AP 

without using the unvalidated assumptions that it produced positive outcomes was in 2000. That 

study was the first to cast doubt that college readiness was potentially not being achieved by less 

qualified students who prematurely enroll in AP courses (Lichten, 2000). A few years later, the first 

non-College Board sponsored study to ever be conducted found that “AP course participation nor AP 

exam scores had any predictive power for students’ college grade point average (GPA) or for college 

persistence after controlling for demographic variables, SAT scores, high school GPA, and other 

variables  (Geiser, 2004; Lichten, 2000).” Over the years, there have been studies that have come out 



for and against the curriculum, but the lack of clear educational outcomes following course 

recommendation creates a threat for students that might be recommended prematurely for such 

coursework, especially since it is not clear whether there are any benefits for those students in the long 

run. Further, the effect on health outcomes (i.e stress and symptoms of social isolation) following 

enrollment is not known, either (Warne, 2017). College Board tends to rely on research that finds that 

those who enroll in AP do better (at whatever marker is being evaluated) in college than non-AP 

students, while those students are already expected to do better considering they were ambitious 

enough to seek out more advanced coursework.  

In order to contribute multidimensional analysis and an independent lens to the true reality of 

the AP program, this study intends to add to the discussion by addressing the possible association or 

independence between markers of social isolation and the “portfolio” of AP classes taken throughout a 

single year. A “portfolio” refers to a 2013 study conducted by Ackerman et al. that investigated if 

certain combinations of AP exams (the portfolio taken) are better predictors of college success 

compared to other combinations. For the purposes of this write-up, the three “portfolios” that will be 

used, defined later on, will be STEM, the Humanities, and a hybrid of both. If there is no 

homogeneity between these groups, there must be a latent variable causing the difference, which will 

be explored in controlled quasi-experiments. It is important to note that this paper does not explore 

the merits of AP versus alternative course methods, but only the differences in a specific unit of health 

for students already enrolled in the program and is very preliminary in nature. 

Results will come about from applying the Chi-Squared test for homogeneity to the results of 

UCLA’s loneliness scale and the AP portfolio. Students will be stratified by rigor of schedule using 

multiple self reported markers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Literature Review 

 

The effects of stress, anxiety, social instability, and depression, among other mental and social 

deficiencies and their effects on educational outcomes/performance have been extensively studied in 

the past. Seldom is it, though, that researchers have placed a high amount of focus on the educational 

curriculum itself having an effect on the production of these negative mental and social realities 

previously mentioned. Many papers that operate on this notion of “do no harm” in education suffer 

from belief bias, in that researchers have had to believe explicitly in the value of Advance Placement by 

relying on the plausibility of a conclusion of multiple premises (figure 1) rather than how strongly they 

support that conclusion. Some recent studies discussed below create compelling evidence that this is 

something that should be explored by approaching the topic from different angles.  

The first angle to explore is the physical implications for students as they enroll in more AP 

classes and how that can affect their mental state. When looking at the typical course load required by 

the AP curriculum, it can be seen that it has a strong influence on decreasing a student’s ability to be 

physical active. An example of homework loads with AP courses from Concord Carlisle High School 

in Concord, Massachusetts (table 2), shows a large variation in allotted time--roughly one hour per day 

per class to as low as about a half hour of work per day per class. Due to this amount of 

homework/studying time required per course, it is reasonable to believe that elevated amounts of 

inactivity and high amounts of screen time (essay writing, research, studying, online textbook etc) can 

come from the summation of all of the different curriculum requirements that make up a complete 

schedule.  

It should be established that inactivity and high amounts of screen time are relevant to the 

subject of loneliness due to the profound effect it has on mental processes. A study conducted in 2016 

among students aged 13–15 in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) looked to 

identify predictive factors associated with sedentary/inactive behavior. Among their multivariate 

regressions, they found that there was a strong association between sedentary behavior and close 

friends, loneliness, and suicidal ideation in a total sample of 30,284 (Peltzer & Pengpid, 2016). For 

loneliness specifically, the following percentages were found:  

Table 1 Adopted from (Peltzer & Pengpid, 2016) 



Total Sample N     (%)  Physical Inactivity  Sedentary Behavior 

  Boys N (%)  Girls N (%)  Boys N (%)  Girls N (%) 

 2396 (9.7)  697 (72.2)   1163 (86.1)   425 (40.8)   633 (42.9) 

Note: In making sense of these statistics, they should be read as “of the total amount of boys who were reportedly physically inactivity within 

cross-sectional groups, 72.2% of that population reported symptoms of loneliness.”  

Further, the study had found that there was an association between negative mental health indicators 

(including loneliness) and physical inactivity and sedentary behavior among adolescents.  

In regard to screen time, a 2015 study evaluating 4,462 Portuguese adolescents looked at the 

associations between more screen-based behaviours and less physical activity. The study found 

participants who received more screen time from computer use, video games, or television time had 

increased headaches, were subject to generally “feeling lower,” and being more irritable (Marques, 

Calmeiro, Loureiro, Frasquilho & de Matos, 2015). These are commonly thought to be related to the 

production of asocial behavior, which may separate a given individual from their typical social support 

network and lead over time to subjective social isolation. Further evidence can be found in a 2015 

systematic review where researchers evaluated the results of 91 published studies in regard to sedentary 

behavior and indicators of mental health in school-aged children and adolescents. They found that 

“there was strong evidence that high levels of screen time were associated with more 

hyperactivity/inattention problems and internalizing problems as well as with less psychological 

well-being and perceived quality of life” (Suchert, Hanewinkel & Isensee, 2015). While the regressions 

determined in these studies cannot be used to apply to this topic, the established association still 

remains and should lead to further exploration.  

Tying both of these ideas together is the notion of “lifestyle.” While often the argument is 

made that those who want to excel in school should take as many courses as they can in order to show 

college admissions a “rigor of schedule,” it has been established that academic achievement is heavily 

influenced by lifestyle, which can be defined by culture, religion, economic and social status, beliefs 

and notions (Rejeski et al., 2012). In a study that reviewed how heavily achievement is influenced by 

lifestyle, researchers conducted a cross-sectional study in order to establish the correlation of lifestyle 

and academic achievement in nursing students and found a strong positive correlation that was 

determined to be statistically significant with a p value of 0.03 and an correlation of 0.628 (Heidari, 



Borujeni, Borujeni & Shirvani, 2017). While it would be extrapolation and generally unproductive to 

apply these test statistics to high school students from a different cultural setting, it begs the question 

how similar the result would be in lifestyle having an effect on academic achievement in New 

Hampshire Advanced Placement students who are presumably doing college level work. This study 

does not intend to take an in-depth look at the nature of each students’ lifestyle, but rather act as a 

precursor to future research in this realm. Generally, schools tend to estimate STEM courses to take 

more time than the Humanities in terms of homework due to the nature of their content, as shown in 

one school’s sample syllabus from Concord, MA. This varies from school to school, but generally can 

be implied to be true; deviation from this assumption in reality does not have an effect on the 

outcomes or conclusions drawn by this paper, but only influence the hypothesis that the loneliness 

scores of STEM students may be higher. 

Table 2 Adopted from (CCHS Course Load/Homework Expectations, 2018) 

Course Name  Hours Estimated per week 

AP Calculus BC  3-4 hrs 

AP Chemistry  3-4 hrs 

AP Environmental Science  3-4 hrs 

AP Physics C  3-4 hrs 

AP Biology  3-4 hrs 

AP Capstone Seminar  2-3 hrs 

AP Capstone Research  2-3 hrs 

AP Calculus AB  2-3 hrs 

AP Physics I  2-3 hrs 

Spanish AP, AP2  2-3 hrs 

French AP, AP2  1.5-2 hrs 

Statistics AP  1-1.5 hrs 

 

When looking for markers of social isolation across Humanities and STEM enrollment, if they 

are homogeneous when the number of courses taken is kept constant, then it is doubtful that lifestyle 

has a large impact within this particular curriculum program, within this specific demographic. If the 

results turn out otherwise, this opens more room to conduct a more in depth analysis on the 



implications of Advanced Placement and lifestyle. Lifestyle is being defined primitavely as the 

academic schedule of students for this study. Future studies should control for socioeconomic and 

related factors in a multivariate regression. 

Different variables were considered on whether or not they should be controlled. In regard to 

gender, a meta-analysis found rarely are there statistically significant differences in males and females 

using the UCLA Loneliness scale (Borys, 1985), but loneliness in general is affected largely by gender, 

depression, shyness, and self-esteem (Mahon, Yarcheski, Yarcheski, Cannella & Hanks, 2006). Borys 

found that the differences in Loneliness self reporting is more about the willingness of females to share 

information compared to males, but the UCLA measure accounts for this. Age was ignored, as the 

developmental disparities between such a small range of time are negligible as found by the previously 

mentioned 2006 meta-analysis. The type of school was controlled for, creating an essentially consistent 

learning environment in the school, and accounts for large amounts of socioeconomic shifts. Race is 

not of interest in this study; no evidence was found to imply there is a difference in median scores 

across demographics, with drastic variation occurring only within each respective reported race. 

 

NOTE: It is important to note that there are typically three phases of blocking that a researcher needs 

to go through in order to properly randomize their assignment of each student in Advanced Placement 

studies: a school must choose whether to offer a course, then a student must enroll in a course, and 

finally a student must choose to sit for an AP exam. The benefit of this study is that only the first and 

second variable needs to be accounted for and was done by reviewing data from New Hampshire’s 

Department of Education and creating an essentially homogenous group of schools (discussed later on 

in Methodologies). Since we are not looking for causation, only homogeneity, it is okay to proceed with 

estimated proportions and randomization of selection, ignoring the final block; this is essentially 

making the assumption that only students who take the AP class take the exam which largely is 

realistic. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Methodology 

1.1 Population Calculations 

 
In order to begin with calculating the population size and identity, data had to be collected 

from New Hampshire’s Department of Education. While the data we used could be found across 
multiple of their 2017-2018 educational reports, the file of interest was in their “Free or Reduced 
Lunch” eligibility rates. Using this document, I started working through using the following 
qualifying conditions for each school: 

● Must be a high school 
● Must have more than 300 students 
● Must have less than a 10.00% free or reduced lunch rate 
● Must have an AP program 

Getting rid of all of those that don’t fit this criteria, 13 schools remained leaving 12,825 students in the 
state that qualify for this study with an average poverty rate of 6.07%, well below the our comfort rate 
for creating a mostly homogenous student population. (Note: variations are allowed in this study due 
to it exploring a realistic student population). 
 
Table 3: (New Hampshire Department of Education, 2018) 

School 
ID 

School Name  Enrollment as of 
10/01/17 

% 
Eligible 

28555  Bedford High School  1,491  3.89% 
27375  Bow High School  657  4.57% 
20820  Hanover High School  724  3.31% 
20600  Exeter High School  1,687  8.00% 
21810  Hollis-Brookline High School  806  3.97% 
27715  Campbell High School  458  6.33% 
20490  Londonderry Senior High School  1,495  8.43% 
21040  Merrimack High School  1,200  8.17% 
22800  Oyster River High School  793  4.54% 
21105  Pelham High School  651  9.98% 
26860  Souhegan Coop High School  787  5.08% 
22770  Timberlane Regional High School  1,158  9.84% 
28640  Windham High School  918  2.72% 

  Total  12,825  6.07% 
 

 
1.2 Population Calculations 

From this same data collection, we are sure that as of the 2017-2018 school year there were 
56,032 public high school students in New Hampshire. Moving onto statistics provided from College 
Board about the state, there were 5,740 students accounted for in grade levels 9-12 in public schools. 



Due to this being observed in a census style, we can calculate the true proportion of AP participation 
rate in NH: 0.10244, this value will be defined as y. 

After accounting for all of the conditions, as stated in methodology 1.1, 12,825 students 
qualify for the study. Using the proportion (y) we can estimate that, out of our 12,825 qualifying 
students, an estimated 1313 can be expected to be AP students at the 13 defined schools. To check the 
reliability of this estimate, a one-proportion z-interval can be used in a faux-fashion by pretending 
1313 was our estimate. Assuming that all of the conditions were met in this fictitious sample, we can 
be 99% certain that the true proportion of all students in the state of NH taking part in the AP process 
falls between 0.09548 and 0.10927. Considering the actual proportion falls within this interval, we can 
be certain that the estimate of 1313 students participation out of the 13 qualified schools is reasonable, 
regardless of the variance within the above range. Our estimate allows a variance of 177 students.  

We chose 10% of that total sample size of 1313 for the population of this study. (131 
students). This should sufficiently allow for conditions to be met for chi-square test for homogeneity. 
From here, the data collected from each school should be proportional to their size. To do this, I 
calculated the percentage that each school contributes to the total qualified student body of 12,825. 
This percentage (shown as a proportion) was then multiplied by 131 to calculate the number of 
students that would be required from each school. This number was then rounded down to fit within 
the 10% limit set. 
Table 4: School Sample Calculations 

ID  School Name  Proportion of school 
population contributing to the 
12,825 total 

Number of students polled 
from each school (estimated) 

Number of whole students to be 
polled (rounded to exact) 

285
55 

Bedford High School 
0.1162573099  15.2297076  15 

273
75 

Bow High School 
0.05122807018  6.710877193  6 

208
20 

Hanover High School 
0.05645224172  7.395243665  7 

206
00 

Exeter High School 
0.131539961  17.23173489  17 

218
10 

Hollis-Brookline High School 
0.0628460039  8.232826511  8 

277
15 

Campbell High School 
0.03571150097  4.678206628  4 

204
90 

Londonderry Senior High 
School  0.1165692008  15.2705653  15 

210
40 

Merrimack High School 
0.09356725146  12.25730994  12 

228
00 

Oyster River High School 
0.06183235867  8.100038986  8 

211
05 

Pelham High School 
0.05076023392  6.649590643  6 

268
60 

Souhegan Coop High School 
0.06136452242  8.038752437  8 

227
70 

Timberlane Regional High 
School  0.09029239766  11.82830409  11 

286
40 

Windham High School 
0.07157894737  9.376842105  9 



  Totals  1.0  131  126 
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Methodology for NH Schools 
eProtocol 18-03-1066 University of Southern Maine 

 
Introduction/materials: This document will serve as each school’s guide to distributing the survey in 
a safe, mindful, and uniform way to their students. While it is recommended that the school’s 
administrative staff, curriculum director, or department heads/dean of students is the primary study 
distributor, it appears that a member of the school guidance/counselor department may be in a better 
position to do so. In order to distribute the survey, the following materials are required: 

● T.I 84 Calculator or related models 
● A complete list of Advanced Placement student names and the total number of them on the 

list. It helps if the list is numbered. 
○ Note: it will take much less time to select potential participants if one comprehensive 

list is accessible. 
● Student/Parent Consent and information packet containing: 

○ Parent Letter (one page) 
○ Parent Consent form (four pages) 
○ Copy of shortened survey (three pages) 

■ This contains the AP questions and information about the UCLA Loneliness 
Scale ver. III regarding its validity, as well as a link to the full survey found 
online. 

 
Methods (with examples) 
 

1. Gather all materials  
2. Determine how many AP students are enrolled during the 2017-2018 school year. For this 

example we will assume that there are 100 AP students enrolled at your school for simplicity. 
3. Grab your T.I 84 calculator and turn it on by locating the ON button in the far bottom left 

corner (column 1 out of 5) 
4. In that same column as the ON button (the reason I mentioned it), travel up the row until you 

find the button labeled “MATH.” This should be the third button from the top, not counting 
the function buttons (y=, window, zoom, trace, graph). Press the MATH button. 

5. There should be four column tabs on this page: MATH, NUM, CPX, and PRB. Press the 
Left Arrow pad once or the Right Arrow pad three times. (Note: the arrows can be found in 
the top right corner of the calculator keypad). The tab PRB (probability) should be 
highlighted in black. 

6. Once on this tab, hit the Down Arrow seven times and hit enter OR click the number 8 on the 
number keypad. You are looking for the program called “randIntNoRep(“  

7. From here, you will be entering your arguments to determine the order in which we will select 
our students. However many students you have enrolled in AP is important, as it is one of our 



arguments. In this example we will be using 100, but where we input the 100 is where you will 
enter your total number.  

8. Type 1, 100 close parenthesis, with the comma. It should look like this: 
randIntNoRep(1,100) 

a. On some models, you will be prompted with a different input screen that will be 
labeled “lower” “upper” and n= 

b. In this case, lower should be 1, upper should be 100, and n should be set equal to the 
number found in table 1 at the bottom of this page. 

9. From here hit enter and a list of numbers should generate; you will not be able to see all of 
them in most cases. The list should look like this for example: {35 7 77 72 90 -> 

10. Once the list is generated, we want to store it. To do this, hit the “sto->” button right above 
the ON button previously discussed. The words: “Ans->” should pop up in the terminal. 
Now, we want to store this as List one. To do this, travel to the very top button in the ON 
column that says “2nd” and click it. Now, hit the 1 button.  

a. The function should now read as “Ans->L1” 
11. Hit enter. We can now easily access our list by clicking on the button called “STAT” which is 

located in the second row (ignoring the top grey buttons), third column right next to the 
arrow keypads. Once clicking STAT, hit enter. Our list should be in the first column. 

12. We now need to reference table 1 for the number of students to select from this list (this does 
not apply to those who already used the value of n for their school). For this example I am 
going to make up an n value for a fake school. 

a.  

Name of school  Number of students participating from 
each school 

Random School Name High School 
(GO GENERIC SPORTS TEAM) 

5 

b. Our n value is 5, which means we want to take the first five numbers off of the list and 
write them down on a piece of paper. 

c. An example generated list is the following: {35 7 77 72 90 21 3 10 99 47 31…} 
i. While we have more than enough numbers, we want to select only the first 5 

numbers on our list: {35 7 77 72 90 21 3 10 99 47 31…} We now have the “ID” 
of our students. KEEP THIS NUMBER LIST FOR FUTURE USE. 

13. Using these numbers, we head back to our complete list of AP students and select these 
students off of the list. The numbers generated represent the order in which the students fall 
on the page. (i.e, the 35th student from the top, the 7th student from the top, the 77th student 
from the top… and so on are the study participants and will be the ones receiving the letters) 

a. For example if our selected students were 1, 3, 7, and 9 out of 10 students on a list we 
would select the following (the highlighted get the information pack) 



i. Tim 
ii. Jack 

iii. Cyan 
iv. Sarah 
v. Abrianna 

vi. Angel 
vii. Zina 

viii. Anderson 
ix. David 
x. Elizabeth  

14. These students on the list that were selected should receive the parent and student information 
pack described in the introduction. They have ONE WEEK to return the consent forms or it 
will be assumed that they do not consent to taking the study. If a student does not turn in the 
consent forms THIS IS OKAY, their participation is entirely voluntary. The sample size was 
determined to account for having a good amount of students not participate in the study. If 
your school is “expected” to have 9 participants, you just select the next number of students 
out of the List 1 that we generated until 9 randomly selected students voluntarily consent to 
the study, which is very realistic. While I understand greatly that distributing this study is not 
in your job description, I am entirely relying on you to work with your student body as I am 
prevented from doing so due to APA and IRB ethics. 

15. Once a student returns a consent form they may enter the link on their consent form into the 
internet to take the survey. They may also find it on www.voversum.org/rectify OR if possible 
on your school website. While a file of the exact survey can be seen in these locations, they will 
not be able to submit a valid response until they have the valid password: “Consented.” 
Students who receive this universal password should not share it. 

16. They are then all set to fill out their response and they are done with the process. 
17. Once the study itself starts (you are distributing the information packet to selected students) 

the next time we communicate should only be to confirm that you have the correct number of 
consent forms for your school (i.e 9 students, 9 forms). I CANNOT KNOW WHO THESE 
STUDENTS ARE, WHEN THEY SUBMITTED A RESPONSE, OR ANY OTHER 
INFORMATION REGARDING THE PARTICIPANT. THIS INFORMATION 
SHOULD NOT BE DISCLOSED TO ANYONE. 

 
Storing Consent forms 
 

The reason we are having parents submit consent forms and students check their assent 
question on the survey is to emphasize that, while the parents have consented, at the time of taking the 
survey the student is still actively assenting to the process (because assent/consent is an ongoing 
process). It is also following New Hampshire law from 2017 that requires a non-academic survey to be 

http://www.voversum.org/rectify


opted in on and not opted out of. Consent forms, as each school already contains sensitive 
information regarding each student, should be kept with their typical student files SAFELY as you 
would with any piece of sensitive data. This obviously will not be part of their permanent record, but 
should be kept until the time allotted in each respective school’s policy on disposing sensitive 
information, but must keep the information at least until the end of the study is complete. It is 
important to note that this is ONLY the consent form that will be stored. It will be impossible for 
anyone, even the person distributing the information packets, to access individual responses and to 
pair those responses with an identifiable student. This protection is being done to completely 
minimize risk to effectively zero, while still having a comprehensive process that ensures 
parent/student consent. 

 
Table 1: School Sample Calculations 

ID  School Name  Number of whole students to be 
polled (rounded to exact) 

285
55 

Bedford High School 
15 

273
75 

Bow High School 
6 

208
20 

Hanover High School 
7 

206
00 

Exeter High School 
17 

218
10 

Hollis-Brookline High School 
8 

277
15 

Campbell High School 
4 

204
90 

Londonderry Senior High 
School  15 

210
40 

Merrimack High School 
12 

228
00 

Oyster River High School 
8 

211
05 

Pelham High School 
6 

268
60 

Souhegan Coop High School 
8 

227
70 

Timberlane Regional High 
School  11 

286
40 

Windham High School 
9 

  Totals  126 
Note: the calculations in this table have been removed for ease of use. 



Information Regarding Survey 
(copy of questions) 

 
Introduction: Enclosed in this file are the questions your son or daughter can expect to find on the 
survey. While the entire survey is 11 pages, most of the pages have been ignored on this copy because 
they contain the same information found on the parent/participant consent form. A full copy of this 
survey can be found online at www.voversum.org/rectify or you may ask your school administrator if 
this document can be found on your school website. Responses will be found in italics where 
questions will be found in bold. 
 

 
Assent Statement (for student) 
I understand the above description of the research and the risks and benefits associated with my 
participation as a research subject. I understand that by proceeding with this survey I agree to take 
part in this research and do so voluntarily and I also understand that at any point in the survey I can 
retract my assent (agreement). 
 
I  assent to take part in this research and confirm that my parents/legal guardians have read this form 
and give consent to the researchers. 
 
Directions: It is vital that all of your answers are believed to be true to the best of your ability, these 
results may have an influence on public policy within the state of New Hampshire. 
 
What is your expected high school graduating class?  
2018  
2019  
2020  
2021  
2022  
I prefer not to say 
 
How many Advanced Placement Courses are you currently enrolled in during the 2017-2018 
academic year?  
Students will select a number from 1 to 10 + 
 
Doing the best you can, which of the following best describes your high school class 
schedule? 
Block Schedule  
Period schedule  

http://www.voversum.org/rectify


Other  
I don't know 
 
Please select all of the AP courses you are taking only during the 2017-2018 academic year. 
Note: 2017 Summer courses do not count 
 
Students are presented with an entire list of every AP course that College Board distributes each year. 
They have been excepted from this shortened info sheet for your reading ease, but can be found on the 
AP College Board website, Voversum & Co’s website, or in any number of online resources. 
 
How many non-Advanced Placement courses are you currently taking only during the 
2017-2018 academic year? 
 
Students will select a number from 1 to 10 + 
 
Looking at your AP schedule reported above (and taking into account all previous Advanced 
Placement course experience) which one of the following categories would you use to 
describe your AP high school course load? 
Note: Do not take any future courses you plan to take into account. 
 
1) Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics (STEM)  
2) Humanities (includes social sciences as well)  
3) Both  
 
STEM (I take or have taken more AP STEM courses in my high school career)  
Humanities (I take or have taken more AP Humanities courses in my high school career)  
Both (I have taken the exact same amount of AP STEM and AP Humanities courses) 
 
UCLA Loneliness Scale ver. 3 
 

A picture of this scale can be found attached in your packet. There is some complex language 
used in describing why it is a valuable form of measure for loneliness, but for simplicity it can be called 
a valid and reliable test. In psychometrics, the term valid means that it measures what it is supposed to 
and reliable means that it produces a consistent result over large periods of time.  

“Loneliness” does not describe the way we use the word colloquially (casually), such as not 
being in the presence of another person, missing someone, or being sad or vulnerable. Loneliness or 
social isolation describes “the unpleasant experience that occurs when a person's network of social 
relations is deficient in some important way.”  



Throughout all of these documents I have been using the words loneliness and social isolation 
interchangeably to help define the idea, but in the psychological, sociological, and neurobiological 
world they are very distinct words. Loneliness is subjective or self experienced, whereas social isolation 
is not physically being around your friends, family, or others you care about. It makes sense that they 
would go hand and hand, but this is not always the case. What we are exploring in this study is what 
would be called “transient loneliness,” which we believe would be a product of an unbalanced lifestyle 
for students going through adolescence, but this set of emotions can be found in any age for any 
reason. Transient loneliness essentially means that there is a temporary disruption in your support 
network or how you connect with people. This is not a mental illness or a health condition, it is 
simply a set of characteristics that describe a set of emotions that can lead to adverse health effects. If 
you are interested in the specific merits of the test, you may request a full copy of the research 
supporting the test through your school, who will then receive it from me. 
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English (US)

Informed Consent

University of Southern Maine
CONSENT FOR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH
 
Project Title: Homogeneity of Social Isolation Markers Between Stratified Enrollment in 
Advanced Placement Courses
 
Principal Investigators: 

Patrick F. Bloniasz 

Undergraduate 

Bowdoin College, Voversum & Co, Hollis Brookline High School

patrick.bloniasz@voversum.org

 
Judith McDaniel, B.S, M.Ed.

Mathematics Department

Hollis Brookline High School

judith.mcdaniel@sau41.org

_______________________________________________________________________________________
 
Introduction:

 
You are being asked to participate in an anonymous survey research project that looks to learn more about student 

life, which is being conducted by Patrick F. Bloniasz, a current high school senior. This study will tie over into his 

tenure as an undergraduate at Bowdoin College. Your participation is completely voluntary. 

Duration: 5 minutes
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_______________________________________________________________________________________

Why is this study being done? What is being studied? 
 

This study is looking to explore the effects of the College Board’s Advanced Placement (AP) program on the 

health of high school students. 
 

This will be the first study to do so and its result will either open or close future opportunities of research on 

the matter. This study does not receive funding from any outside organizations and is being conducted as 

basic research within Voversum & Co’s “Project Rectify.” This project exists to comprehensively look at the 

outcomes of the AP program in different student circumstances (ex: mental health, economic situation, 

college readiness). More information can be found here.

Who will be in this study? 

You have been invited to participate in the study due to you being an advanced placement student in one of 

the screened high schools in New Hampshire. In order for a high school to be selected, they were required to 

be/have the following:

Public high school

More than 200 students

Have a free or reduced lunch rate of less than 10% of the student population

This criterion was picked because the investigators felt that these schools would have higher AP 

participation rates and more AP courses, therefore having more students who would be able to participate in 

the study. You were chosen at complete random out of this population. With your voluntary completion of 

this survey, you will be joined by approximately 134 of your peers in the state of New Hampshire.

Note: A full list of participating schools can be found at https://www.voversum.org/rectify 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
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What will I be asked to do? 

By voluntarily participating in this study, you will be asked to fill out this survey truthfully and to the best of 

your ability. The survey will ask about the nature of your academic schedule during the 2017-2018 school 

year, including the courses you have taken from a list, and your non-sensitive friendship/social habits. Non-

sensitive means that none of the questions asked are a danger to you or your anonymous response. This 

information is being recorded in order to understand the relationship between college level course schedules 

and high school sociability. 

The survey itself takes on average five (5) minutes. The survey is a combination of designed questions by 

the principal investigator and a valid, clinical psychometric* tool from University of California, Los 

Angeles. Your school principal has agreed to organize the person who will “administer” this survey (i.e who 

is sending you this survey). The person administering the survey will not have a line of communication with 

the principle investigator. 

*A Psychometric Tool is usually a survey that has gone through stringent research, vetting, and evaluation. A 

psychometric tool measures a psychological process using the mathematics similar to fields such as physics, 

chemistry, etc.

What are the possible risks of taking part in this study? 

The researchers have gone to great lengths in order to secure your privacy as a participant. With the 

completion of this survey, your responses will be safely and anonymously combined with the responses of 

your peers to assist in our research efforts to learn more about student life. No personal information that can 

identify you as an individual will be collected or saved, you will remain completely anonymous throughout 

this process, including from the researcher.  Data that will not be recorded or accessible at any time are the 

following:

Name
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Age
IP Address School (while your school was conducted regarding the research, no responses
identify which school they came from)
Contact Information  

While there are no reasonable, foreseeable risks, it is possible that some of the questions from the UCLA 

tool may cause slight emotional discomfort, but have been determined to not go beyond the realm of mild 

discomfort. The investigators want to emphasize to you that no one in your school, school’s administration, 

friends/family, or the researchers themselves will be able to connect your responses to you as a person. In 

order for your participation to have value, you must answer truthfully.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

What are the possible benefits of taking part in this study? 

While your participation in this study and its results will not directly benefit you as a student, the results of 

this study will look to improve school counselor knowledge on how to recommend students for enrollment in 

advanced placement courses. Further, it will help to compare certain aspects of the program to school 

curriculum alternatives (such as the International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Program).

_______________________________________________________________________________________

What will it cost me? 

There is no cost other than five (5) minutes of time.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

How will my privacy be protected? 

Your identity will be kept anonymous during the entirety of this research project. Anonymous means that no 

one (including the researcher) can link data to you. It is impossible to promise complete anonymity due to 

the uncertainty of the internet, but your responses will be encrypted using Transport Layer Security (TLS) 

and HTTP Referer Verification. Each individual response from each participant like you is secured in trusted 

data centers that are independently audited using the industry standard SSAE-16 method.
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While we have taken your privacy into great consideration, we ask that you make no effort to identify 

yourself in this study, as your response will be terminated.

At the conclusion of the survey, all responses will be destroyed properly and will not be recoverable.

 
As a participant, you have the right to know specifically where the results of this paper will land. The 

investigator has the intention to publish the findings in a journal article both on Voversum & Co’s website 

and in a vetted, peer-reviewed journal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________
 
What are my rights as a research participant? 

 
Your participation is voluntary. 

 
If you choose not to participate, it will not affect your current or future relations with the University of 

Southern Maine, Bowdoin College, Voversum & Co, or your current high school. 

 
You are free to withdraw from this research study at any time, for any reason. If you choose to withdraw 

from the research there will be no penalty to you and you will not lose any benefits that you are otherwise 

entitled to receive indirectly. If you choose not to participate there is no penalty to you.

 
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the Protection of Human Subjects at the University of Southern 

Maine has reviewed the use of human subjects in this research. The IRB is responsible for protecting the 

rights and welfare of people involved in research.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

What other options do I have? 
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I understand the above description of the research and the risks and benefits associated with my 

participation as a research subject. I understand that by proceeding with this survey I agree to take 

part in this research and do so voluntarily. 

By not filling out a response and submitting it, you have given the sufficient response to decline participation 

and the survey will expire at its predetermined date.

_______________________________________________________________________________________
 
Whom may I contact with questions? 

 
The researchers conducting this study are Patrick F. Bloniasz (principal investigator) and Judith McDaniel. 

For questions or more information concerning this research, you may contact Patrick F. Bloniasz at 

patrick.bloniasz@voversum.org or at (603) 945-0671. The advisor can be contacted at 

judith.mcdaniel@sau41.org.

 
If you have any questions or concerns about your rights as a research subject, you may call the USM Human 

Protections Administrator at (207) 228-8434 and/or email usmorio@maine.edu.

_______________________________________________________________________________________
 
Will I receive a copy of this consent form?

 
You may print/keep a copy of this consent form. 

 

I assent to take part in this research and confirm that my parents/legal guardians have read
this form and give consent to the researchers.
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Block 3

It is vital that all of your answers are believed to be true to the best of your ability, these results
may have an influence on public policy within the state of New Hampshire.

What is your expected high school graduating class?

How many Advanced Placement Courses are you currently enrolled in
during the 2017-2018 academic year?

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
I prefer not to say

 

number of classes           

 1 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 9 10
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Doing the best you can, which of the following best describes your high
school class schedule?

Please select all of the AP courses you are taking only during the 2017-
2018 academic year.
Note: 2017 Summer courses do not count

Block Schedule
Period schedule
Other
I don't know

Art History
Biology
Calculus (AB & BC)
Chemistry
Chinese Language and Culture
Comparative Government & Politics
Computer Science A
Computer Science Principles
English Language & Composition
English Literature & Composition
Environmental Science
European History
French Language and Culture
German Language and Culture
Human Geography
Italian Language and Culture
Japanese Language and Culture
Latin
Macroeconomics
Microeconomics
Music Theory
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How many non-Advanced Placement courses are you currently taking
only during the 2017-2018 academic year?

Looking at your AP schedule reported above (and taking into account all
previous Advanced Placement course experience) which one of the
following categories would you use to describe your AP high school
courseload?

 
Note: Do not take any future courses you plan to take into account.

Physics 1: Algebra-based
Physics 2: Algebra-based
Physics C: Mechanics
Physics C: Electricity and Magnetism
Psychology
Research (Second part of AP Capstone program)
Seminar (First part of AP Capstone program)
Spanish Language and Culture
Spanish Literature and Culture
Statistics
Studio Art (2-D, 3-D, & Drawing)
U.S. History
U.S. Government & Politics
World History

 

number of classes           

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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1) Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics (STEM)
2) Humanities (includes social sciences as well)
3) Both  

Block 3

Indicate how often each of the statements below is descriptive of you.

STEM (I take or have taken more AP STEM courses in my high school career)
Humanities (I take or have taken more AP Humanities courses in my high school career)
Both (I have taken the exact same amount of AP STEM and AP Humanities courses)

   
Never Rarely Sometimes Often

1. How often do you feel that
you are "in tune" with the
people around?

  

2. How often do you feel that
you lack companionship?

  

3. How often do you feel that
there is no one you can turn to?

  

4. How often do you feel
alone?

  

5. How often do you feel part
of a group of friends?

  

6. How often do you feel that
you have a lot in common with
the people around you?

  

7. How often do you feel that
you are no longer close to
anyone?

  

8. How often do you feel that
your interests and ideas are not
shared by those around you?
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Never Rarely Sometimes Often

9. How often do you feel
outgoing and friendly?

  

10. How often do you feel
close to people?

  

11. How often do you feel left
out?

  

12. How often do you feel that
your relationships with others
are not meaningful?

  

13. How often do you feel that
no one really knows you well?

  

14. How often do you feel
isolated from others?

  

15. How often do you feel you
can find companionship when
you want it?

  

16. How often do you feel that
there are people who really
understand you?

  

17. How often do you feel shy?   

18. How often do you feel that
people are around you but not
with you?

  

19. How often do you feel that
there are people you can talk
to?

  

20. How often do you feel that
there are people you can turn
to?

  



 

Spring 2018  
 
Dear Parent/Legal Guardian:  
 
The unincorporated non-profit Voversum & Co, partnering with the University of Southern Maine’s 
institutional review board, is conducting a research project as part of a Senior Thesis at Hollis Brookline High 
School. It is called “Homogeneity of Social Isolation Markers Between Stratified Enrollment in Advanced 
Placement Courses,” but simply put, the study looks to measure the quality of student lifestyle while enrolled in 
the AP program. Your child, who was chosen entirely at random, has qualified for this study by being an 
Advanced Placement student at one of 13 selected schools in New Hampshire. These schools were selected 
based on population size, free/reduced lunch rates, and having public school status. Your identity as well as your 
child’s are and will remain entirely anonymous to the researchers, Voversum & Co, and the University of 
Southern Maine. The purpose of this study is to explore specific, non-invasive markers of health in students 
enrolled in Advanced Placement courses. If you and your child decide to voluntarily participate, your child will 
be asked to fill out an online survey that is attached below and can be found online at 
www.voversum.org/rectify and on your student’s school website. 
 
As part of our research, I would like your consent for your child to fill out the survey. His or her responses will 
be used to inform school curriculum design in the state of New Hampshire. Your child does not have to 
participate. If s/he does participate, his/her information will be kept completely private and will be encrypted 
using industry standard security measures. To emphasize, your child will remain identifiable by their responses. 
Please take a few moments to read the enclosed information statement; I hope you are as excited about this 
project as I am. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Patrick F. Bloniasz  
Principal Investigator 
Affiliate of the American Psychological Association 
Bowdoin College/Hollis Brookline High School 
Voversum & Co--Founder 
E&GJ Press--Assistant to the Editor 
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University of Southern Maine 
 

CONSENT FOR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH 
 
Project Title: Homogeneity of Social Isolation Markers Between Stratified Enrollment 
in Advanced Placement Courses 
 
Principal Investigators:  
Patrick F. Bloniasz  
Undergraduate  
Bowdoin College, Voversum & Co, Hollis Brookline High School 
patrick.bloniasz@voversum.org 
 
Judith McDaniel, B.A, MBA. 
Mathematics Department 
Hollis Brookline High School 
judith.mcdaniel@sau41.org 
 
 
Introduction: 
 
You are being asked to participate in an anonymous survey research project that looks to learn more about 
student life, which is being conducted by Patrick F. Bloniasz, a current high school senior. This study will 
tie over into his tenure as an undergraduate at Bowdoin College. Your participation is completely 
voluntary. 
 
Duration: 5 minutes 
 
Why is this study being done? What is being studied?  
 
This study is looking to explore the effects of the College Board’s Advanced Placement (AP) program 
on the health of high school students.  
 
This will be the first study to do so and its result will either open or close future opportunities of 
research on the matter. This study does not receive funding from any outside organizations and is 
being conducted as basic research within Voversum & Co’s “Project Rectify.” This project exists to 
comprehensively look at the outcomes of the AP program in different student circumstances (ex: 
mental health, economic situation, college readiness). More information can be found here. 
 
Who will be in this study?  
You have been invited to participate in the study due to you being an advanced placement student in 
one of the screened high schools in New Hampshire. In order for a high school to be selected, they 
were required to be/have the following: 
● Public high school 

https://www.voversum.org/rectify


 

● More than 300 students 
● Have a free or reduced lunch rate of less than 10% of the student population. 
This criteria was picked because the investigators felt that these schools would have higher AP 
participation rates and more AP courses, therefore having more students who would be able to 
participate in the study. You were chosen at complete random out of this population. With your 
voluntary completion of this survey, you will be joined by approximately 134 of your peers in the state 
of New Hampshire. 
 
Note: A full list of participating schools can be found at https://www.voversum.org/rectify  

 
What will I be asked to do?  
 
By voluntarily participating in this study, you will be asked to fill out this survey truthfully and to the 
best of your ability. The survey will ask about the nature of your academic schedule during the 
2017-2018 school year, including the courses you have taken from a list, and your non-sensitive 
friendship/social habits. Non-sensitive means that none of the questions asked are a danger to you or 
your anonymous response. This information is being recorded in order to understand the relationship 
between college level course schedules and high school sociability.  
 
The survey itself takes on average five (5) minutes. The survey is a combination of designed 
questions by the principal investigator and a valid, clinical psychometric* tool from University of 
California, Los Angeles. Your school principal has agreed to organize the person who will “administer” 
this survey (i.e who is sending you this survey). The person administering the survey will not have a 
line of communication with the principle investigator.  
 
*A Psychometric Tool is usually a survey that has gone through stringent research, vetting, and 
evaluation. A psychometric tool measures a psychological process using the mathematics similar to 
fields such as physics, chemistry, etc. 
  
 
What are the possible risks of taking part in this study?  
The researchers have gone to great lengths in order to secure your privacy as a participant. With the 
completion of this survey, your responses will be safely and anonymously combined with the 
responses of your peers to assist in our research efforts to learn more about student life. No personal 
information that can identify you as an individual will be collected or saved, you will remain 
completely anonymous throughout this process, including from the researcher.  Data that will not be 
recorded or accessible at any time are the following: 

● Name 
● Age 
● IP Address 
● School (while your school was conducted regarding the research, no responses identify which 

school they came from) 
● Contact Information 

 

https://www.voversum.org/rectify


 

While there is no reasonable, foreseeable risks, it is possible that some of the questions from 
the UCLA tool may cause slight emotional discomfort, but have been determined to not go 
beyond the realm of mild discomfort. The investigators want to emphasize to you that no one in 
your school, school’s administration, friends/family, or the researchers themselves will be able to 
connect your responses to you as a person. In order for your participation to have value, you must 
answer truthfully. 
 
 
What are the possible benefits of taking part in this study?  
While your participation in this study and its results will not directly benefit you as student, the results 
of this study will look to improve school counselor knowledge on how to recommend students for 
enrollment in advanced placement courses. Further, it will help to compare certain aspects of the 
program to school curriculum alternatives (such as the International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma 
Program). 
 
 
What will it cost me?  
There is no cost other than five (5) minutes of time. 
 
How will my privacy be protected?  
 
Your identity will be kept anonymous during the entirety of this research project. Anonymous means 
that no one (including the researcher) can link data to you. It is impossible to promise complete 
anonymity due to uncertainty of the internet, but your responses will be encrypted using Transport 
Layer Security (TLS) and HTTP Referer Verification. Each individual response from each participant 
like you is secured in trusted data centers that are independently audited using the industry standard 
SSAE-16 method. 
 
While we have taken your privacy into great consideration, we ask that you make no effort to identify 
yourself in this study, as your response will be terminated. 
 
  
At the conclusion of the survey, all responses will be destroyed properly and will not be recoverable. 
 
As a participant, you have the right to know specifically where the results of this paper will land. The 
investigator has the intention to publish the findings as a journal article both on Voversum & Co’s 
website and in a vetted, peer-reviewed journal. 
 
What are my rights as a research participant?  
 
Your participation is voluntary.  
 
If you choose not to participate, it will not affect your current or future relations with the University 
of Southern Maine, Bowdoin College, Voversum & Co, or your current high school.  
 



 

You are free to withdraw from this research study at any time, for any reason. If you choose to 
withdraw from the research there will be no penalty to you and you will not lose any benefits that you 
are otherwise entitled to receive indirectly. If you choose not to participate there is no penalty to you. 
 
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the Protection of Human Subjects at the University of 
Southern Maine has reviewed the use of human subjects in this research. The IRB is responsible for 
protecting the rights and welfare of people involved in research. 
 

 
What other options do I have?  
 
By not filling out a response and submitting it, you have given the sufficient response to decline 
participation and the survey will expire at its predetermined date. 
 
Whom may I contact with questions?  
 
The researchers conducting this study are Patrick F. Bloniasz (principal investigator) and Judith 
McDaniel. For questions or more information concerning this research you may contact Patrick F. 
Bloniasz at patrick.bloniasz@voversum.org or at (603) 945-0671. The advisor can be contacted at 
judith.mcdaniel@sau41.org. 

 

If you have any questions or concerns about your rights as a research subject, you may call the USM 
Human Protections Administrator at (207) 228-8434 and/or email usmorio@maine.edu. 

 
Will I receive a copy of this consent form? 
 
You may print/keep a copy of this consent form and it will be hosted both online at your school’s 
website and at www.voversum.org/rectify 
 
 
By signing below, I, the legal guardian of the participating student, understand the above 
description of the research being conducted and the potential risks and benefits associated 
with his/her participation as a subject. I understand that by signing below, I give consent for 
my child to take part in this research and do so voluntarily. I also recognize that by signing 
below, I may retract this consent at any time. I also understand that my child will need to 
give their assent to participate on the survey itself. 
 
__________________________________________ __________ 
Parent/Legal Guardian Name (printed) Date 
 
__________________________________________ __________ 
Parent/Legal Guardian Signature  Date 
 
 

mailto:patrick.bloniasz@voversum.org
mailto:usmorio@maine.edu


Name  Amount Last Name First Name
Band director 4,250$                          Umstead Dave
Chemistry Club 400$                             Flamino Yolanda 
Chess 400$                             Heaton Christine 
Choral Director 1,600$                          Barbosa Matt
choral orch director 2,350$                          Barbosa Matt
Choreography 1,200$                          Pare Claire
Climbing Club 400$                             Balfour Becky
Community of Caring 1 of 3 300$                             Hancock Candice
Community of Caring 2 of 3 300$                             DelSignore Bonnie
Community of Caring 3 of 3 300$                             Balfour Becky 
Dance Team 600$                             Girolimon Lauren
Debate 1,200$                          Henderson Katherine
Dept Chair-English 3,150.56$                    Foster Heidi 
Dept Chair-Math 3,150.56$                    Plummer Stacey
Dept Chair-Science 3,150.56$                    Clark Rod
Dept Chair-Social Studies 3,150.56$                    Staub Jennifer 
Dept Chair-Perf Arts, Music, FACS 3,150.56$                    Umstead David
Dept Chair-World language 3,150.56$                    Roy-Faucher Annie 
Dept Chair Special Ed 3,150.00$                    TBD TBD
Dept Chair of Guidance 3,150.00$                    TBD TBD
fall play director 1 of 2 1,175$                          Barbosa Matt
fall play director 2 of 2 1,175$                          Parker Greg
first robotics 1,250$                          Hay Sue 
first robotics 1,250$                          Robey Josh
French Club 600$                             Roy Faucher Annie 
Freshman Class Advisor 1 of 2 900$                             Deegan Heather
Freshman Class Advisor 2 of 2 900$                             Ellis Christina
Gay Straight Alliance 400$                             Staub Jennifer 
Granite State Challenge 1 of 2 450$                             Wilcox Adam
Granite State Challenge 2 of 2 450$                             McDaniel Judith 
Green Group 400$                             Haynes Linda 
Guitar Night 400$                             Perry Eric
HB The Change 1 of 2 400$                             Danis Lisa
HB The Change 2 of 2 400$                             Melim Anni 
Home front heroes 400$                             Duval Trevor 
Junior Class Advisor 1 of 2 1,200$                          Henderson Katherine
Junior Class Advisor 2 of 2 1,200$                          Girolimon Lauren
Life of a Cavalier 900$                             Pepper Lina
Math Team 1 of 2 800$                             Plummer Stacey
Math Team 2 of 2 800$                             Mooers Susan 
Musical director 1 of 2 1,750$                          Barbosa Matt
Musical director 2 of 2 1,750$                          TBD TBD
Natl Honor Society 1,600$                          McCormick Eilssa 
Newspaper Cav Chron 1 of 2 1,175$                          TBD TBD



Newspaper Cav Chron 2 of 2 1,175$                          Deegan Heather
Red Cross 1,200$                          Foster Heidi 
Science Olympiad 600$                             Collard Catherine 
Senior Class Advisor 1 of 2 1,600$                          Gray Tracy 
Senior Class Advisor 2 of 2 1,600$                          Thompson Trudi 
Ski & Snowboard Club 900$                             Roy Faucher Annie 
Sophomore class advisor 1 of 2 900$                             Millette Tori 
Sophomore class advisor 2 of 2 900$                             Pare Claire
Spanish Club 1 of 2 300$                             Basbas Alex 
Spanish Club 2 of 2 300$                             Roy Kristen 
Spring play director 1 of 2 1,175$                          Barbosa Matt
Spring play director 2 of 2 1,175$                          TBD TBD
Student Council 1,600$                          Given Jennifer 
Theater Tech Crew Advisor 1,200$                          Wilcox Adam
Thespian Society 400$                             Parker Greg
Tri-M 400$                             Barbosa Matt
Webmaster 1,200$                          Tyler Carol
Yearbook 2 of 3 1,750.00$                    Deegan Heather
Yearbook 3 of 3 1,750.00$                    Millette Tori 
Young Writer's Club 400$                             Millette Tori 

80,753$                       



DNR

DNR

Split

New
Increase by 200
Increase by 200

Changes to Come



SEASON POSITION LAST FIRST AMOUNT
Fall Cross Country - Asst. Gadbois Gerry $1,600
Fall Cross Country - Asst. Mason Wilson $1,600
Fall Cross Country - Head Boggis Don $3,875
Fall Fall Spirit - Asst. TBA TBA $1,600
Fall Fall Spirit - Head Marsh Carrie $2,350
Fall Field Hockey - JV Thorp Tracie $2,700
Fall Field Hockey - V Klauber-Macleod Jenn $3,875
Fall Football - Asst. Aubut Shawn $2,350
Fall Football - Asst. Miller Ken $2,350
Fall Football - Asst. Tomer Ian $2,350
Fall Football - JV Boivin Rob $3,500
Fall Football - V Lones Chris $4,250
Fall Golf - Head TBA TBA $2,700
Fall Socccer - Boys V Martus Stephen $3,875
Fall Soccer - Boys FR TBA TBA $1,600
Fall Soccer - Boys JV Vieira Marcos $2,700
Fall Soccer - Girls JV TBA TBA $2,700
Fall Soccer - Girls V Clarke Peter $3,875
Fall Unified Soccer - Asst. TBA TBA $900
Fall Unified Soccer - Head TBA TBA $1,600
Fall Volleyball - Girls FR D'Attilio Matt $1,600
Fall Volleyball - Girls JV Leonard Ed $2,700
Fall Volleyball - Girls V Balfour Becky $3,875
Spring Baseball - JV Sartell Jay $2,350
Spring Baseball - V Loftus Rich $3,500
Spring Lacrosse - Boys Asst. Hengeveld Tom $1,600
Spring Lacrosse - Boys JV Nutting Joe $2,350
Spring Lacrosse - Boys V MacDonough Rich $3,500
Spring Lacrosse - Girls Asst. Eliopoulos Genevieve $1,600
Spring Lacrosse - Girls JV Hasychack Lara $2,350
Spring Lacrosse - Girls V Maxwell Jim $3,500
Spring Softball - JV Sargent Ginny $2,350
Spring Softball - Varsity Bumpus Brian $3,500
Spring Tennis - Boys Head McCann Jim $2,700
Spring Tennis - Girls Head Salamone Marie $2,700
Spring Track - Spring Associate (B&G) Boggis Don $2,700
Spring Track - Spring Boys Asst. TBA TBA $1,600
Spring Track - Spring Boys Head MacFarline Matt $3,500
Spring Track - Spring Girls Asst. TBA TBA $1,600
Spring Track - Spring Girls Head Roy-Faucher Annie $3,500
Spring Unified Track - Asst. Smith Kim $900
Spring Unified Track - Head Bagtaz Becca $1,600
Spring Volleyball - Boys Asst. Gray Tracy $1,600
Spring Volleyball - Boys JV D'Attilio Matt $2,350
Spring Volleyball - Boys V Leonard Ed $3,500

HBHS - CBA ATHLETIC STIPENDS FY19 - EXISTING POSITIONS



Winter Basketball - Boys FR Haight Matt $1,600
Winter Basketball - Boys JV Wallin Keith $2,700
Winter Basketball - Boys V Etten Cole $4,250
Winter Basketball - Girls FR Roberts Justin $1,600
Winter Basketball - Girls JV Goldenberg Tara $2,700
Winter Basketball - Girls V Murphy Bob $4,250
Winter Bowling - Head Robbins Erin $2,350
Winter Faculty Manager Bumpus Brian $2,350
Winter Gymnastics - Head Williamson Tom $1,600
Winter Ice Hockey - Asst. D'Attilio Matt $1,600
Winter Ice Hockey - Head TBA TBA $3,875
Winter Ski Team - Asst. Farwell Tim $800
Winter Ski Team - Asst. Menard Jules $800
Winter Ski Team - Head MacNeilage Reed $2,700
Winter Swimming - Head Ouellette Bob $2,700
Winter Track - Indoor Asst. Boggis Don $2,350
Winter Track - Indoor Head Mason Wilson $3,500
Winter Unified Basketball - Asst. Roy-Faucher Annie $900
Winter Unified Basketball - Head Robinson Milton $1,600
Winter Winter Spirit - Head Marsh Carrie $3,500
Winter Wrestling - Asst. Quinn Casey $1,600
Winter Wrestling - Head Bumpus Brian $4,250

TOTAL: $168,950



NOTE SEASON POSITION LAST
Fall Field Hockey - Asst. Sargent
Fall Soccer - Girls Asst. TBA
Fall Bass Fishing - Head Bentall

UNFILLED 2017-2018 Fall Bass Fishing - Asst. TBA
Fall Golf - Asst. TBA
Spring Tennis - Boys Asst. TBA
Spring Tennis - Girls Asst. TBA
Spring Baseball - Asst. Roberts
Spring Softball - Asst. Gray
Winter Bowling - Asst. D'Attilio
Winter Swimming - Asst. Johanssen
Winter Winter Spirit - Asst. TBA
Winter Ski Team - Bus Chaperone MacLeod

UNFILLED 2017-2018
NOTES
* These are positions that we feel there is a need for moving forward
* Several have been filled by swapping existing stipends based on need      

UNFILLED 2017-2018

UNFILLED 2017-2018

USED AS SOFTBALL ASST.

HBHS - CBA ATHLETIC STIPENDS FY19 - PROPOSED NEW         



USED AS BASEBALL ASST.

USED AS BOWLING ASST.



FIRST AMOUNT
Ginny $1,600
TBA $1,600
Stuart $1,600
TBA $600
TBA $900
TBA $900
TBA $900
Justin $1,600
Tracy $1,600
Matt $1,600
Elissa $1,600
TBA $1,600
Jenn $600
TOTAL: $16,700

            (as noted in existing positions 

        W POSITIONS



 

H O L L I S  B R O O K L I N E  H I G H  S C H O O L

Student Showcase

SHOW US!
We want to see your passion, your
hard work, and what you are proud of
in and outside of the classroom. 

W H A T  I S  Y O U R

passion?
W H A T  D O  Y O U

do well?
W H A T   M A K E S  Y O U  

proud?

Contact any of your teachers by MAY 11 to participate

THURSDAY, MAY 24, 2018           HBHS                     4-6PM









Proposed Coop District Meeting 2018 Review  

When/Where

 Weekday evening?
 Weekend?
 Location

Who

 Board members
 Administrators?
 Budget Committee?
 Moderator?
 Community?

Agenda

 What worked, what didn’t
o Observations and Real-Time Feedback receive
o Format
o Content
o Presentation
o Interdependencies (what else impacted the success of the meeting)

 Potential changes and improvements
o Format
o Presentation
o Communications and community engagement
o Schedule 

 Actions



APPENDIXC
STIPENDS

Middle School

Tier: Tier! - Tier 2 Tier 3
___Wages: $400 $600 - 1- $1,000

Archery Club Art Club Jazz Band

ChessClub Climbing Club Student Council (1)

Costume/Make-
up/Drama Intramurals Student Council (2)

Mountain Biking Club Math Counts

Sound/Stage/Drama Pianist/Drama

Track Stats Props/Drama

Mentor Coach Summer Art Enrichment

Club

Webmaster

Yearbook (1)

Yearbook (2)

Robotics

Debate

National History Day Club

U-Knighted for All

Newspaper Club

Tier 4 Tier5 Tier 6 Tier 7
~ -

$2,350 __ $2,700 $3,875 $4,250
After School Study Athletic Director (Fall) Drama Club

Baseball Athletic Director (Spring)

Cross Country (1) Basketball (G)

CrossCountry (2) Basketball (B)

Field Hockey Wrestling

Play-off

Soccer

Softball

Track & Field (1)

Track & Field (2)

Track & Field (3)

Volleyball
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High School
.~

Tier: Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3
1-.

!-.
Wages: $400 $600 $900

Chemistry Club Dance Team Community of Caring

Chess Club French Club Freshman ClassAdvisor (1)

Climbing Club Science Olympiad Freshman Class Advisor (2)

Granite State Challenge Quiz
Gay-Straight Alliance Spanish Club Bowl

Home Front Heros Ski & Snowboard Club

Tri-M SOPE

Young Writer's Club Sophomore ClassAdvisor (1)

- _ .__ . Thespian Society Sophomore Class Advisor (2)

Tier 4 Tier 5 Tler6 -Tier7

$1,200 $1,600 $2,350 $2,700

Choreography Choral Director Newspaper "Cav Chron" Basketball - JV Boys

Debate Team Math Team Fall Play Director Basketball - JV Girls

Junior ClassAdvisor (1) National Honor Society Spring Play Director Field Hockey - JV
Choral/Orchestra

Junior Class Advisor (2) Senior ClassAdvisor (1) Director Golf

Red Cross Club Senior Class Advisor (2) for Musical

Faculty Manager-

Theater Tech Crew Advisor Student Council Winter Ski - Varsity

Webmaster Basketball - Fr Boys BasebaIt - JV Soccer - JV Boys

Basketball - Fr Girls Bowling - Varsity Soccer - JVGirls

Cross Country - Asst. Boys Fall Spirit - Varsity SWimming-Varsity

Cross Country - Asst. Girls Football - Fr Tennis - Boys

Fall Spirit - Assistant Football- Var Assistant Tennis - Girls

Gymnastics - Varsity Football- Var Assistant Volleyball - JVGirls

Ice Hockey - Assistant Indoor Track - Assistant

Lacrosse - Fr Girls Lacrosse - JV Boys

Lacrosse - Fr Asst. Boys Lacrosse - JVGirls

Ski - Assistant Softball - JV

Soccer - Fr Boys Volleyball- JV Boys

Spring Track - Asst. Boys

Spring Track - Asst. Girls

Volleyball - Asst. Boys

Volleyball - Fr Girls

Wrestling - Asst.

TierS Tier 9 Tier 10

$3,500 $3,875 $4,250

FIRST Robotics Cross Country - Varsity Band Director

Musical Director Field Hockey - Varsity Basketball- Varsity Boys
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Tier 8 Tier 9 Tier 10

$3,500 $3,875 $4,250

Yearbook Ice Hockey - Varsity Basketball - Varsity Girls

Baseball- Varsity Soccer - Varsity Boys Football - Varsity

Football- JV Soccer - Varsity Girls Wrestling - Varsity

Indoor Track - Varsity Volleyball - Varsity Girls

Lacrosse - Var Boys

Lacrosse - Var Girls

Softball - Varsity

Spring Track - Var Boys

Spring Track - Var Girls

Volleyball- Var Boys

Winter Spirit - Varsity
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HBHS- Extra Curricular and Perf Arts STIPENDS FY18 HBMS- STIPENDS FY18

Name  Amount Employee Name  Amount 

Account 

Description Name  Amount 

Account 

Description Employee

Baseball - Asst. 1,600$     no fall play director 1 of 2 1,175$       Performing Arts Summer Math Coach 2,350$   Extra Curricular yes

Baseball - JV 2,350$     no fall play director 2 of 2 1,175$       Performing Arts Art Club 600$       Extra Curricular yes

Baseball - V 3,500$     no Band director 4,250$       Performing Arts Athletic Director fall 2,700$   Athletic yes

Basketball - Boys FR 1,600$     no Chemistry Club 400$          Extra Curricular Athletic Director spring 2,700$   Athletic yes

Basketball - Boys JV 2,700$     no Chess 400$          Extra Curricular Chess Club 400$       Extra Curricular yes

Basketball - Boys V 4,250$     yes Choral Director 1,600$       Performing Arts Climbing Club 600$       Extra Curricular yes

Basketball - Girls JV 2,700$     no Climbing Club 400$          Extra Curricular Debate 600$       Extra Curricular yes

Basketball - Girls V 4,250$     no Community of Caring 1 of 3 300$          Extra Curricular Drama club 3,875$   Performing Arts yes

Bowling - Asst. 1,600$     yes Community of Caring 2 of 3 300$          Extra Curricular Garden Club 2,350$   Extra Curricular yes

Bowling - Head 2,350$     yes Community of Caring 3 of 3 300$          Extra Curricular Jazz Band 1,000$   Performing Arts yes

Cross Country - Asst. 1,600$     yes Dance Team 600$          Performing Arts Mentor Coach 400$       Extra Curricular yes

Cross Country - Asst. 1,600$     yes Debate 1,200$       Extra Curricular Mnt Biking 400$       Extra Curricular yes

Cross Country - Head 3,875$     yes French Club 600$          Extra Curricular Natl History Day Club 1 of 2 300$       Extra Curricular yes

Faculty Manager 2,350$     yes Freshman Class Advisor 1 of 2 900$          Extra Curricular Natl History Day Club 2 of 2 300$       Extra Curricular yes

Fall Spirit - Asst. 1,600$     Freshman Class Advisor 2 of 2 900$          Extra Curricular Newspaper Club 1 of 2 300$       Extra Curricular yes

Field Hockey - JV 2,700$     no Gay Straight Alliance 400$          Extra Curricular Newspaper Club 2 of 2 300$       Extra Curricular yes

Field Hockey - V 3,875$     yes Granite State Challenge 1 of 2 450$          Extra Curricular Robotics 1 of 2 1,350$   Extra Curricular no

Football - Asst. 2,350$     no Granite State Challenge 2 of 2 450$          Extra Curricular Sound/ Stage/Drama 400$       Performing Arts

Football - Asst. 2,350$     no Home front heroes 400$          Extra Curricular Student Council 1 of 2 1,000$   Extra Curricular yes

Football - Asst. 2,350$     yes Junior Class Advisor 1 of 2 1,200$       Extra Curricular Student Council 2 of 2 1,000$   Extra Curricular yes

Football - JV 3,500$     yes Junior Class Advisor 2 of 2 1,200$       Extra Curricular Uknighted for all 1 of 2 600$       Extra Curricular yes

Football - V 4,250$     no Math Team 1 of 2 800$          Extra Curricular Uknighted for all 2 of 2 600$       Extra Curricular yes

Golf - Head 2,700$     no Math Team 2 of 2 800$          Extra Curricular Webmaster 600$       Extra Curricular yes

Gymnastics - Head 1,600$     yes Natl Honor Society 1,600$       Extra Curricular Yearbook 1 600$       Extra Curricular yes

Ice Hockey - Head 3,875$     no Newspaper Cav Chron 1 of 2 1,175$       Extra Curricular Yearbook 2 600$       Extra Curricular yes

Lacrosse - Boys Asst. 1,600$     no Newspaper Cav Chron 2 of 2 1,175$       Extra Curricular Props/Drama 1 of 2 300$       Performing Arts yes

Lacrosse - Boys JV 2,350$     no Red Cross 1,200$       Extra Curricular Props/Drama 2 of 2 300$       Performing Arts yes

Lacrosse - Boys V 3,500$     no Science Olympiad 600$          Extra Curricular After School Study 2,350$   Extra Curricular yes

Lacrosse - Girls Asst. 1,600$     no Senior Class Advisor 1 of 2 1,600$       Extra Curricular Costume/Makeup/Drama 400$       Performing Arts

Lacrosse - Girls JV 2,350$     yes Senior Class Advisor 2 of 2 1,600$       Extra Curricular Robotics 2 of 2 1,350$   Extra Curricular

Lacrosse - Girls V 3,500$     no Sophomore class advisor 1 of 2 900$          Extra Curricular Summer Art Enrich 1,000$   Extra Curricular yes

Ski Team Chaperone 600$         no Sophomore class advisor 2 of 2 900$          Extra Curricular Cross Country 1 of 2 2,350$   Athletic yes

Ski Team - Asst. 800$         no Spanish Club 1 of 2 300$          Extra Curricular Cross Country 2 of 2 2,350$   Athletic yes

Ski Team - Asst. 800$         no Spanish Club 2 of 2 300$          Extra Curricular Field Hockey  2,350$   Athletic yes

Ski Team - Head 2,700$     no Student Council 1,600$       Extra Curricular Soccer- boys 1 of 2 1,175$   Athletic no

Socccer - Boys V 3,875$     yes Theater Tech Crew Advisor 1,200$       Performing Arts Soccer- boys 2 of 2 1,175$   Athletic no

Soccer - Boys FR 1,600$     Thespian Society 400$          Performing Arts Soccer- girls 2,350$   Athletic yes

Soccer - Boys JV 2,700$     no Tri-M 400$          Performing Arts Volleyball 2,350$   Athletic no

Soccer - Girls JV 2,700$     yes Webmaster 1,200$       Extra Curricular Play offs- Fall 1 of 4 120$       Athletic no

Soccer - Girls V 3,875$     no Yearbook 1 of 3 1,750.00$ Extra Curricular Play offs -Fall 3 of 4 100$       Athletic no

Softball - JV 2,350$     no-- she is sub Yearbook 2 of 3 875.00$    Extra Curricular Play offs -Fall 4 of 4 100$       Athletic no

HBHS-ATHLETIC STIPENDS FY18



Softball- Assistant 1,600$     Yearbook 3 of 3 875.00$    Extra Curricular Play offs-Fall  2 of 4 400$       Athletic yes

Swimming - Head 2,700$     yes First Robotics (1 of 2) 1,750$       Extra Curricular Basketball Boys 2,700$   Athletic no

Tennis - Boys Head 2,700$     no Green Group 400$          Extra Curricular Basketball Girls 2,700$   Athletic no

Tennis - Girls Head 2,700$     yes Young Writer's Club 400$          Extra Curricular Playoffs- winter 500$       Athletic

Track - Indoor Asst. 2,350$     yes Ski & Snowboard Club 900$          Extra Curricular Wrestling 2,700$   Athletic no

Track - Indoor Head 3,500$     yes Life of a Cavalier (1 of 2) 450$          Extra Curricular Floor Hockey 400$       Athletic

Track - Spring Associate (B&G) 2,700$     choral orch director 2,350$       Performing Arts Math Counts 600$       Extra Curricular yes

Track - Spring Boys Asst. 1,600$     Musical director 1 of 2 1,750$       Performing Arts Baseball 2,350$   Athletic

Track - Spring Boys Head 3,500$     Choreography 1,200$       Performing Arts Softball- girls 1 of 2 1,175$   Athletic yes

Track - Spring Girls Asst. 1,600$     Musical director 2 of 2 1,750$       Performing Arts Softball- girls 2 of 2 1,175$   Athletic no

Track - Spring Girls Head 3,500$     Spring play director 1 of 2 1,175$       Performing Arts Archery  400$       Athletic yes

Unified Basketball - Asst. 900$         yes Spring play director 2 of 2 1,175$       Performing Arts Intramurals 600$       Athletic yes

Unified Basketball - Head 1,600$     yes First Robotics (2 of 2) 1,750$       Extra Curricular Track and Field 1 of 3 2,350$   Athletic yes

Unified Soccer - Asst. 900$         yes Life of a Cavalier (2 of 2) 450$          Extra Curricular Track and Field 2 of 3 2,350$   Athletic yes

Unified Soccer - Head 1,600$     yes SOPE 900$          Extra Curricular Track and Field 3 of 3 2,350$   Athletic yes

Unified Track - Asst. 900$         HB the Change (1 of 2) 200$          Extra Curricular Track Stats 400$       Athletic

Unified Track - Head 1,600$     HB the Change (2 of 2) 200$          Extra Curricular Pianist/Drama 600$       Performing Arts

Volleyball - Boys JV 2,350$     yes Total 56,650$    Spring Playoffs 815$       Athletic

Volleyball - Boys V 3,500$     no To pay through accounts payable

Volleyball - Girls FR 1,600$     yes Perf Arts Services 5,950$       Performing Arts Total 70,610$ 

Volleyball - Girls JV 2,700$     no

Volleyball - Girls V 3,875$     yes

Wrestling - Asst. 1,600$     yes

Total 155,950$ 

Paid with salaries
Softball - Varsity 3,500$     

Wrestling - Head 4,250$     

Fall Spirit - Head 2,350$     

Winter Spirit - Head 3,500$     



May 9, 2018 

To: Coop School Board 

From: Andy Corey, Superintendent 

Re: Athletic Reorganization Discussion 

 

I am proposing the following reorganization of our athletic staff to further enhance our ability to offer day to 

day support while allocating greater personnel resources for strategic/long range planning.  Over the past 

several years our athletic department has worked hard to address policies and procedures to make our 

operations more efficient. During this time they have also increased their focus on the development of long 

range planning with regard to equipment and uniform purchases.  They have coordinated with our Business 

Administrator to enhance our budgeting process while also developing a capital improvements plan.  Rhon 

and Brian have also begun the process of working with our maintenance employee to address our athletic 

facilities and fields.  Combining the voter’s approval of a new field with the on-going need to formalize a long 

range plan for all our fields and facilities I believe the time has arrived to move to a new athletic leadership 

model.  The new model that I am proposing will further address our strategic vision while providing greater 

oversight to our athletic programs. 

 

 I am recommending the following model: 

Swap our present Assistant Athletic Director’s position, at the high school, to become the Athletic 

Coordinator for the Cooperative School District grades 7-12.  By swapping this position to become 

a COOP level administrator, we establish one individual who has responsibility for the overarching district 

priorities. Division of tasks would be based first on whether the resource or need was shared or building 

specific.  The second criteria would be skill/proficiency level to determine responsibility.  Brian Bumpus 

would be responsible for our strategic objectives while maintaining some of his current high school 

responsibilities.   

 

BRIAN BUMPUS - Athletic Coordinator – Cooperative School District -7-12 

Reports to: Superintendent of School 

- Serve as the athletic liaison to the various Boards across the Cooperative District with an 

eventual goal of assisting with the coordination of all gyms/fields across the SAU 

- High School/Middle School Field Maintenance 

- Management of HS/MS fields and facilities schedules 

- Coordinate HS/MS Athlete registrations 

- Revise and review coaches’ handbook annually 

- Coaches Professional Development in Coordination with our Assistant Superintendent 

- Maintain High School/Middle School Budgets  

- Schedule High School/Middle School officials, transportation, and games 

- Maintain High School/Middle School Uniform Purchase Cycle 

- Athletic Booster Club point of contact 

- SAU Business Office point of contact 

- High School/Middle School game coverage when needed 

 

RHON RUPP -High School Athletic Director 

Reports to: High School Principal 



- High School contact person for parents, athletes, and staff 

- Distribute, collect, and maintain High School uniform inventory 

- High school coaches hiring, evaluations, and meetings 

- High school coaches eligibility 

- High school athlete eligibility checks 

- Coordinates the Athletic Trainers schedule and responsibilities 

- High School coaches training and professional development 

- NHIAA contact person 

- High School/Middle School game day prep 

- High School/Middle School game coverage 

- Coordinate pre-season athletes, parents and coaches meetings 

- Coordinate High School athletic banquets 

 

Middle School - Athletic Director (stipend based position) 

Reports to: Middle School Principal 

- Middle School contact person for parents, athletes, and staff 

- Distribute, collect and maintain Middle School uniform inventory 

- Middle School coaches hiring, evaluations, and meetings 

- Middle School coaches training and professional development 

- Middle School coaches eligibility 

- Middle School athlete eligibility checks 

- High School/Middle School game coverage 

- Tri-County contact person 

- Coordinate Middle School athletic banquets 

This model will provide us the structure to address both short term objectives while also providing a renewed 
focus on long term planning.  I would highlight the following examples of how this proposal will benefit the 
Cooperative District.  

 The proposal creates joint ownership within the coop district – we want to share 
resources and maximize opportunities for our students 

 The proposal creates a natural structure to divest responsibilities overtime, potentially 
elevating one person upon retirement if appropriate and desired. 

 The proposal provides two parallel growth paths to develop leadership from within our 
district.  The cultivation of internal leaders is something that will pay dividends in the 
foreseeable future 

 The proposal provides us a structure that ensures a succession plan should we have to fill 
any one of the positions due to overload, illness, or unexpected departure 

Over time some shifting of the proposed responsibilities might be required or desired. We will use the 
upcoming school year to implement this model and reflect upon its structural components next spring.  As 
part of the implementation we would schedule Brian to provide regular updates to the Board either in person 
or through memos submitted as part of our Board agendas. 



JULY School Board Meeting Calendar
M T W TH F 2018-2019
2 3 4 5 6
9 10 11 12 13 Legend:
16 17 18 19 20 X - No School for Students
23 24 25 26 27 XX - No School for Students & Staff
30 31

Brookline Board Meeting
AUGUST HB COOP Board Meeting

M T W TH F Hollis Board Meeting
1 2 3 Governing Board

6 7 8 9 10 Hollis Budget Committee
13 14 15 16 17 All staff return on Aug. 27 O COOP Budget Committee
20 21 22 23 24 Aug 29 - Grade 7 and 9 Orientation
27 28 29 30 31 Aug 31 - School Begins 7-12 FEBRUARY (16 days)

M T W TH F
SEPTEMBER (19 days) 1

M T W TH F 4 (5) 6 7 8
11 (12) 13 14 15

XX 4 5 6 7 Sept 3 - Labor Day 18 (19) 20 21 22
10 11 12 13 14 XX XX XX XX Feb 25 - Mar 1  Winter Vacation
17 18 19 20 21
24 25 26 27 28 MARCH (19 days)

M T W TH F
OCTOBER (22 days) XX

M T W TH F 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5 11 X 13 14 15 Mar 12 - Professional Day

XX 9 10 11 12 Oct 8 - No School Columbus Day 18 19 20 21 22
15 16 17 18 19 25 26 27 28 29
22 23 24 25 26
29 30 31 APRIL (17 days)

M T W TH F
NOVEMBER (17 days) 1 2 3 4 5

M T W TH F 8 9 10 11 12
1 2 15 16 17 18 19

5 X 7 8 9 Nov 6 - Professional Day XX XX XX XX XX Apr 22 - Apr 26 Spring Vacation

XX 13 14 15 16
Nov 12 - No School 
Veterans Day 29 30

19 20 XX XX XX
Nov 21 - 23 Thanksgiving 
Recess

26 27 28 29 30 MAY (22 days)
M T W TH F

DECEMBER (15 days) 1 2 3
M T W TH F 6 7 8 9 10
3 4 5 6 7 13 14 15 16 17
10 11 12 13 14 20 21 22 23 24
17 18 19 20 21 XX 28 29 30 31 May 27 - Memorial Day 
XX XX XX XX XX Dec 24 - Jan 1 Holiday Vacation
XX JUNE (*8 days)

M T W TH F
JANUARY (21 days)

M T W TH F 3 4 5 6 7 June 7 - Last Day of Preschool

XX 2 3 4 10 11 12 13 14
*June 19 - Last Day of 
School  

7 8 9 10 11 17 18 19 20 21 June 20 - Last Day for Teachers
14 15 16 17 18 24 25 26 27 28
XX 22 23 24 25 Jan 21 - Martin Luther King Jr. Day
28 29 30 31 Total student days 178

*All last days include five snow days
Legend:
X - No School for Students
XX - No School for Students & Staff

8/22 9/26 10/24 11/28 12/19 1/23 2/20 3/27 4/17 5/22 6/26
7/25 8/15 9/12 10/17 11/14 12/12 1/16 2/13 3/20 4/10 5/15 6/19

8/1 9/5 10/3 11/7 12/5 1/2 2/6 3/6 4/3 5/1 6/5
9/18-19 Yom Kippur

10/11 12/13 2/7 5/9
Brookline Hollis Hollis Brookline
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IHCD/LEB – DUAL ENROLLMENT FOR CCSNH ADVANCED COURSE 
WORK/ADVANCED PLACEMENT COURSES
(Download policy)

See also IMBC

Category:  Priority/Require by Law

Any student who is capable of and wishes to do advanced course work or take advanced 
placement classes while in high school should be permitted to do so.  School district 
administrators and guidance counselors will provide assistance to students who wish to enroll in 
such courses.  If advanced course work or advanced placement courses are not available within 
the School District, administrators or guidance counselors are instructed to assist students in 
identifying alternative means of taking such classes.  This may include taking courses through 
the Dual and Concurrent Enrollment Program, at a different public school, or a private school, 
through distance education courses, or other suitable means.

Any student whose eligibility for taking advanced course work is recommended by his/her 
counselor may enroll in a course.  Credit may be given, provided the course comports with 
applicable District policies and state standards.  The District will not be responsible for any 
tuition, fees, or other associated costs incurred by the student for enrollment in such courses. 

High School and Career Technical Education Center students in grades 11 and 12 may 
participate in the Dual and Concurrent Enrollment Program, through which a student may earn 
both High School and College credits by enrolling in a course designated by the Community 
College System of New Hampshire ("CCSNH") as part of the dual and concurrent enrollment 
program.  The Superintendent shall designate a point of contact for the program who can provide 
for student counseling, support services, course scheduling, managing course forms and student 
registration, program evaluation, course transferability, and assisting with online courses.  The 
Superintendent or his/her designee shall establish regulations for the program which:

1.  Require compliance with measurable educational standards and criteria approved by the 
CCSNH;

2.  Require that courses meet the same standard of quality and rigor as courses offered on 
campus by CCSNH;

3.  Require that program and courses comply with the standards for accreditation and 
program development established by the National Alliance for Concurrent Enrollment 
Partnerships;

4.  Establish criteria for student eligibility to participate in the program;

5.  Establish standards for course content;

6.  Establish standards for faculty approval;

7.  Establish program coordination and communication requirements;

8.  Address tuition, fees, textbooks and materials, course grading policy, data collection, 



Copyright © 2008, New Hampshire School Boards Association. All rights reserved.
NHSBA sample policies are distributed for resource purposes only, intended for use only by members of NHSBA Policy Services. Contents do 
not necessarily represent NHSBA legal advice or service, and are not intended for exact publication.

maintenance, and security, revenue and expenditure reporting, and a process for renewal of 
the agreement;

9.  Requires annual notification to high school students and their parents of Dual and 
Concurrent Enrollment opportunities.

Legal References:
RSA 188-E:25 through RSA 188-E:28
Ed 306.141(a)(6), Advanced Course Work

1st Reading: May 16, 2018

NHSBA note, September 2017:  This sample policy is updated to incorporate the Dual and 
Concurrent Enrollment Program established by Senate Bill 101, Laws of 2017, Chapter 210, 
which requires the District to adopt a policy permitting qualified students to participate in the 
program.  

DISCLAIMER: This sample policy manual is copyrighted to the New Hampshire School Boards 
Association and is intended for the sole and exclusive use of NHSBA Policy Service Subscribers. No 
portion of this manual may be reproduced, copied, transmitted, distributed, in any form, except as 
needed for the development of policy by a subscribing district. The materials contained in the 
manual are provided for general information only and as a resource to assist subscribing districts 
with policy development. School districts and boards of education should consult with legal counsel 
and revise all sample policies and regulations to address local facts and circumstances prior to 
adoption. NHSBA continually makes revisions based on school districts' needs and local, state and 
federal laws, regulations and court decisions, and other relevant education activity.



IMBC 

See also IHBH, IHCD, IKF, IKFA, IMBA, & IHCD 

ALTERNATIVE CREDIT OPTIONS 

The Hollis Brookline Cooperative School Board recognizes that alternative credit options are important to 

address the diverse instructional needs of all students. The Board's intent is to improve student achievement by 

allowing students to engage in educational experiences that allow for differential instruction and/or increased 

rigor outside of the high school classroom.  

Approved alternative credit options are consistent with all policies of the board. 

Alternative credit options may receive credit to be applied toward high school graduation. Credit and the 

numerical value will be pre-determined by the high school principal. The granting of credit shall be based upon 

the following criteria. The criteria may include; the course, the program, the activity in which the student wishes 

to participate, seat time, the level of instructional rigor, and the details of the option. 

Students must complete an Alternative Credit Application to receive credit or recognition in any form prior to 

participation in the alternative option. The written approval of the principal is also required before participating 

in an alternative credit option. 

The Alternative Credit Application request should include a plan to achieve competency that meets or exceeds 

the rigorous academic standards required by the school for students enrolled in a credit course offered by the 

school. 

The plan shall include clear expectations for performance. 

The plan shall include clearly defined methods and expectations for assessment. 

It is the responsibility of the student to furnish this information with the application. Verification of the plan's 

merit can be evaluated in a timely fashion and should not cause unnecessary burden on the resources of the 

administration. 

Alternative credit options in combination with online/virtual courses and extended learning opportunities are 

limited to two per year school year and eight maximum in a high school career. Appeals for situations falling 

outside of the rules can be brought to the Academic Review Committee and will require principal approval. 

Students taking approved alternative credit options must be enrolled in the district. Students may take classes 

during the regular school day with pre-approval by the principal. Administration may grant approval for outside 

of school learning based on special circumstances. A reduced day form shall accompany this request if the 

student falls below the 6.0 credit requirement.  

Alternative credit options may be taken in the summer under the same conditions as during the school year. 

Students who are permitted to take alternative credit options during the school day may be assigned a teacher to 

monitor student progress, grade assignments, and supervise testing. This provision will reflect special 

circumstances, and require supporting documentation and principal pre-approval. A teacher may supervise no 

more than ten students participating in online/internet-based courses. 

http://z2policy.ctspublish.com/policy/DocViewer.jsp?docid=169&z2collection=hollisbrookline#JD_IHBH
http://z2policy.ctspublish.com/policy/DocViewer.jsp?docid=172&z2collection=hollisbrookline#JD_IHCD
http://z2policy.ctspublish.com/policy/DocViewer.jsp?docid=186&z2collection=hollisbrookline#JD_IKF
http://z2policy.ctspublish.com/policy/DocViewer.jsp?docid=187&z2collection=hollisbrookline#JD_IKFA
http://z2policy.ctspublish.com/policy/DocViewer.jsp?docid=197&z2collection=hollisbrookline#JD_IMBA


The Board will support educational options for atypical students for whom regular classrooms are not practical 

or effective. Students earning credit via alternative methods will participate in all assessments required by the 

statewide education improvement and assessment program. 

It is the policy of the Board that alternative methods for the awarding of credit may include: 

  Competency testing in lieu of enrollment 

  Interdisciplinary credit 

  Satisfactory completion of course requirements at another public school district, an approved private 

school or a home-schooling experience 

  Transfer of credits earned by students before enrolling in the district, such as students moving into New 

Hampshire from another state or country 

  Extended learning opportunities under the provisions of Policy IHBH 

  Online/internet-based opportunities under the provisions of Policy IMBA 

  College Credit/Dual Credit-under the provisions of Policy IHCD 

  Early Graduation 

If a student demonstrates knowledge and abilities on a placement pre-test developed by the school 

district for a particular course, the student shall not receive credit for the course, but shall be 

allowed to take a more advanced level of the subject or an elective. 

Funding 

Unless otherwise recommended by the Superintendent and approved by the Board, under ordinary 

circumstances students or their parents/guardians are responsible for all related expenses including 

tuition and textbooks. The District may pay the fee for expelled students who are permitted to take 

courses in alternative settings. If paid by the district and the course is not completed, the student 

must reimburse the district for the expenses. 

Legal Reference: 

NH Code of Administrative Rules, Section Ed. 306.04(a)(6, 12, 14), Policy Development 

NH Code of Administrative Rules, Section Ed. 306.26, Kindergarten - Grade 8 School 

Curriculum 

NH Code of Administrative Rules, Section Ed. 306.27(c), High School Curriculum, Credits, 

Graduation Requirements, and Cocurricular Program 

NH Code of Administrative Rules, Section Ed. 306.27(d), High School Curriculum, Credits, 

Graduation Requirements, and Cocurricular Program 

http://z2policy.ctspublish.com/policy/DocViewer.jsp?docid=169&z2collection=hollisbrookline#JD_IHBH
http://z2policy.ctspublish.com/policy/DocViewer.jsp?docid=197&z2collection=hollisbrookline#JD_IMBA


1st Reading:   August 8, 2007 

Adopted:   May 21, 2008 

Amended/Re-adopted:  February 15, 2012 

Amended May 21, 2014 

Amended, 1st Reading: May 16, 2018 

 



DUAL AND CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

AND 

SCHOOL DISTRICT 

 

The COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM OF NEW HAMPSHIRE (CCSNH) and  

  Hollis Brookline Cooperative   SCHOOL DISTRICT (School District), in 

conjunction with the New Hampshire Department of Education (Department), hereby enter into 

this Dual and Concurrent Enrollment Agreement (Agreement), as established in RSA 188-E:26-

188-E:29, to establish the applicable standards to develop, implement, and administer the 

participation of New Hampshire high school students in the Community College (College) dual 

and concurrent enrollment program for STEM (science, technology, engineering, and 

mathematics) and STEM-related courses which are fundamental for success in postsecondary 

education and to meet New Hampshire’s emerging workforce needs. 

 

Applicable Definitions: 

 

“Concurrent Enrollment,” as defined by RSA 188-E:25, I, means courses taught at the high 

school by high school teachers approved by the community college system of New Hampshire 

(CCSNH) in which high school students earn both high school and college or university credit 

while students are still attending high school or a career technical education center. 

 

“Dual Enrollment,” as defined by RSA 188-E:25, II, means college courses taught by 

instructors from the community college system of New Hampshire (CCSNH) in which high 

school students earn college credit while students are still enrolled in high school or a career 

technical education center.   

 

General Program Provisions: 

 

1. Participation in the Dual and Concurrent Enrollment program is offered to high 

school students and career technical education center students in grades 11 and 12 in 

STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) and STEM-related 

courses as designated by CCSNH.   

 

2. Prior to the start of the fall semester, CCSNH will provide the School District and the 

Department with a list of designated STEM and STEM-related courses on an annual 

basis.   

 

3. The School District shall provide annual notification to their students and parents of 

the dual and concurrent enrollment opportunities and the courses which have been 

specifically designated as being eligible for reimbursement under this Program.   

 

4. Applicable academic policies and regulations as set forth in the College catalogue 

will apply to all dual and concurrent enrollment courses, including prerequisite skills 



and course requirements, class attendance and accommodations provided to students 

with disabilities. 

 

5. The School District will be responsible for informing students, parents and School 

District employees that dual and concurrent enrollment courses are college level 

courses and students enrolling should expect a level of academic rigor higher than 

that usually associated with a high school level course. 

 

6. The School District shall provide a designated individual to serve as the point of 

contact on matters related to the Program, including, but not limited to, student 

counseling, support services, course scheduling, managing course forms and student 

registration, program evaluation, course transferability, and assisting with online 

courses. 

 

7. Requests for accommodation by students with disabilities must be processed through 

the College Disabilities Coordinator and approved by the College department head.  

The School District should make students aware that accommodations that may be 

available under an IEP for high school may not meet the standards applicable to 

college courses.  Dual and concurrent enrollment for high school and college credit is 

not permitted where a student utilizes modifications or accommodations that are not 

appropriate for college courses. 

 

8. Students in the Program shall be eligible for funding for enrollment in no more than 

two (2) dual or concurrent enrollment courses taken in grade 11 and no more than two 

(2) dual or concurrent enrollment courses taken in grade 12.  Eligible student who 

complete a Program course with a grade of a C or better shall be deemed to have 

successfully completed the course and shall be fully reimbursed by CCSNH for the 

course tuition as stated above.  A student may take more than two (2) dual or 

concurrent enrollment courses per year at his or her own expense. 

 

9. Students must register and pay for a dual or concurrent enrollment course by the 

deadline as designated by CCSNH.  Retroactive registration will not be permitted. 

 

10. At the completion of every semester, CCSNH shall provide the School District with 

grades for all students enrolled in a dual enrollment course and the School District 

shall provide CCSNH with grades for all students enrolled in a concurrent enrollment 

course.   

 

11. This Agreement shall become effective the date that it is signed by all relevant 

parties, and shall continue in force for a period of one (1) year.  Upon expiration, this 

agreement shall continue in force until either party notifies the other party in writing 

as specified in this agreement of its intent to terminate this agreement in which case it 

shall terminate sixty (60) days from the date of the notice.   

 

 

 



CCSNH Standards for Dual and Concurrent Enrollment Courses: 

 

1. The curriculum in the dual and concurrent enrollment course shall be the same as that 

offered by the College, including College department approved texts, course outlines, 

exams and the CCSNH grading system (i.e., A-F or equivalent system).  The grades 

earned will be awarded dual credit as deemed appropriate for the grade earned—for high 

school and college.  For dual enrollment courses, high school transcripts will reflect 

course credit the same as that of comparable high school courses.  For dual enrollment 

courses, CCSNH college faculty will report grades earned to the individual designated by 

the high school to serve as the point of contact on matters related to the program.     

 

2. CCSNH assumes full responsibility for the development, implementation and 

administration of dual enrollment courses.  CCSNH assumes full responsibility for the 

development, implementation, administration and supervision for concurrent enrollment 

courses.  CCSNH further reserves the right to determine and periodically revise the 

conditions under which college courses in the concurrent enrollment program may be 

offered for college credit. 

 

3. Dual enrollment courses will be taught over a time period which is determined by 

CCSNH.  Concurrent enrollment courses will be taught over a time period that is 

comparable to that offered by CCSNH or a time period which is otherwise approved by 

the CCSNH. 

 

Concurrent Enrollment Only: 

 

4. Concurrent enrollment instructors must provide the College a resume and transcript(s) 

demonstrating that they meet the same educational and experiential standards specified 

for Adjunct faculty.  The College will assess credentials based upon the College 

departmental credentialing standards as well as standards established by the College’s 

accrediting body, the Commission for Institutions of Higher Education.  The College 

Vice President of Academic Affairs has final authority to determine whether a proposed 

instructor meets specified standards. 

 

5. The high school instructor will be provided a College faculty partner.  Through the 

College faculty partner, the high school instructor will be provided an orientation, which 

will include a review of applicable college policies, course design, teaching materials, 

methodology and other dimensions for facilitating adaptation of the college-designed 

courses to the high school setting.  The College faculty partner will also provide 

classroom visitation, assistance in review of student performance when requested, and 

coordination with College staff as needed including the College Running Start 

Coordinator and Disabilities Coordinator. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

For CCSNH:      For SCHOOL DISTRICT: 

 

              

Chancellor      Chair School Board    

      

              

Date       Superintendent 

 

              

       Date   
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